6-23-2015 Nightly News From Key West by Greg + Wives
Ultra State of the Arts Apple-Starbucks Store 100"
Monitors!!
Tuesday, June 23, 2015

10:51 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

PHOTO OF DR. KATRINS WITH BRAIN ON THE $10 BILL NOT A
DRAWING... Dr. Katrina Firlik, with the picture of a BRAIN in
her hand!! ULTRA 400K PHOTO OF THE FIRST WOMEN ON A
$10 BILL...
6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Covering the 1,001
Invention Projects for you + Habitat for Humanity!!
6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Covering the 1,001
Invention Projects... Hell No We Won't go!!
6-23-2015 Ultra IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg +
Wives will be all about the... Ultra Apple Monitors at the
Apple-Starbucks Ultra Store to get the best views of 100 billion
and 200 billion galaxies in the universe!!
6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be on a 100" Ultra at every Apple-Starbucks Store World
Wide for your State of the Arts Invention Projects Nightly
News with Beautiful Wives as Anchors-Inspiration!
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Teen Girls write iApps Code + Hemingway Novel on the Brain!
Ride to School in a Macbook Air Ride School Bus!

6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be "Wives" getting one invention after another as the
"Anchor" of IP Nightly News from Key West with Greg Cheering
them on... lot better for Humanity's "Din" in our thoughts for
the night than NBC Drone Strikes with the troops cheering
the killing... go to sleep thinking of Gregs Wives showing off
her Invention Project of the Day! Ya!
6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be the "Cryptography" News decoding the Gravity Engine,
Brain + Breast Cancer, Top Quarks without Syphilis in the
brain, grin. Cryptography prior to the modern age was
effectively synonymous with encryption, the conversion of
information from a readable state to apparent nonsense.
Well today's News from Key West with Greg and Wives will
make sense of "Gravity" + "Cancer" make them and 1,001
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make sense of "Gravity" + "Cancer" make them and 1,001
other encrypted IP visible with our $100 Million dollar Los
Alamos Super Computer and a staff who would kill everyone
man women and child on Earth via the flames of H in their
Trillions of H-Bombs we must invent a way to recycle, grin.

6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be the "Cryptography" News decoding... MS Virus given to
millions of women world wide by bi-sexual men.

6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be the "Cryptography" News decoding... MS Virus T cells in
the Annals of Clinical and Translational Neurology Medical
Journal... and Apple iPhone 6 ++ CALLER ID THAT TELLS
WOMEN IF HE is a bi-sexual male calling her. Homeland
Security needs to test all males for the MS Virus as this is a
terrible disease given to women who have no idea... they will
be tortured until they die from One Date with a male with
the MS virus. Abstract; Objective... Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a
disease of the central nervous system with marked
heterogeneity in several aspects including pathological
processes. Based on infiltrating immune cells, deposition of
humoral factors and loss of oligodendrocytes and/or myelin
proteins, four lesion patterns have been described. Pattern II
is characterized by antibody and complement deposition in
addition to T-cell infiltration. MS is considered a T-cellmediated disease, but until now the study of pathogenic T
cells has encountered major challenges, most importantly
the limited access of brain-infiltrating T cells. Our objective
was to identify, isolate, and characterize brain-infiltrating
clonally expanded T cells in pattern II MS lesions. Methods...
We used next-generation sequencing to identify clonally
expanded T cells in demyelinating pattern II brain autopsy
lesions, subsequently isolated these as T-cell clones from
autologous cerebrospinal fluid and functionally
characterized them. We identified clonally expanded CD8+
but also CD4+ T cells in demyelinating pattern II lesions
and for the first time were able to isolate these as live T-cell
clones. The functional characterization shows that T cells
releasing Th2 cytokines and able to provide B cell help
dominate the T-cell infiltrate in pattern II brain lesions.
Our data provide the first functional evidence for a putative
role of Th2/Tc2 cells in pattern II MS supporting the existence
of this pathogenic phenotype and questioning the protective
role that is generally ascribed to Th2 cells. Our observations
are important to consider for future treatments of pattern II
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are important to consider for future treatments of pattern II
MS patients. Homeland Security needs to test all males for
the MS Virus as this is a terrible disease given to women who
have no idea... they will be tortured until they die from One
Date with a male with the MS virus. T cells or Cell Phones
iPhone 6 ++ with caller id for MS Virus infected males... you
be the Judge, as the verdict will sentence 1 million preteen
girls to be tortured to death by One Date with a Bi-sexual
male with the MS Virus!

6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Covering the 1,001
Invention Projects for you + Habitat for Humanity!!
6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Covering the 1,001
Invention Projects... Hell No We Won't go!!
6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
will be the "Cryptography" News decoding the Gravity Engine,
Brain + Breast Cancer, Top Quarks without Syphilis! 37.2
Trillion: Galaxies or Human Cells? By NICHOLAS BAKALAR
How many galaxies are there in the observable universe?
How many cells are there in the human body? Dr. Bianconi
and her colleagues concluded that there were 3.72 x 1013
cells in each of us. That is, 37.2 trillion. But the best estimate
now is that there are between 100 billion and 200 billion
galaxies in the universe.

6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
would be covering the 100's dead from heat with H @ -252 C
in NASA made Cans... 1 Trillion could have been made by
NASA Today, June 23, 2015; this is a war crime by 1984 II
NASA top quarks in our 1984 II Society. Really. "Hundreds
Die in Heat Wave in Southern Pakistan" By ZIA ur-REHMAN
and SALMAN MASOOD Unusually high temperatures,
reaching up to 111 degrees led to the deaths of at least 260
people over three days, many in the port city of Karachi.
6-23-2015 IP Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives
would be covering the NYC iPhone 6 ++ Dash Cam
mandatory in all cars + trucks in NYC so the newly hired
1,300 Police Officers can see + hear + talk to them in their
cars + trucks... a clearly more worthy News Story than Out of
Date Cameras at the Street Intersections in NYC watching
cars go by... Mayor de Blasio Poised to Hire Nearly 1,300
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cars go by... Mayor de Blasio Poised to Hire Nearly 1,300
Police Officers By MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM and MATT
FLEGENHEIMER The hirings, a sharp shift for a mayor who
has long been hesitant to expand the force, are a surprising
addition in a $78.5 billion budget deal announced by city
leaders. NYC Taxi iPhone 6 ++ Dash cams will have instant
replay for Police + passengers... grin.

6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News at their Peak are
worth $1 Billion...
6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Media Empire Sold for
Fraction of Its Former Value... as Out-of-Date News in a Era
of Laser Guidance on "Gravity Engine" Cars +
ElectricWindmillFord Escorts.
At its peak, Martha Stewart’s media empire, built around her
carefully curated and fussily decorated lifestyle brand, was
worth well over $1 billion. Yet on Monday, the company
agreed to sell itself for a fraction of that. Martha Stewart
Living Omnimedia said that it would sell itself to the
Sequential Brands Group, a conglomerate whose brands
include Jessica Simpson and the Franklin Mint, for just
under $200 million.

6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News Media Empire Sold for
Fraction of Its Former Value... as Out-of-Date News in a Era
of Laser Guidance on "Gravity Engine" Cars +
ElectricWindmillFord Escorts.
6-23-2015 NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News has been battered by
the troubles that have afflicted many media companies, as
readers shifted to other titles and television shows... that
offer a Invention Projects to end War + Crime and the never
ending HIV NBC News with one vaccine after another and
one genetic cancer cure after another as False Hope News is
worst than what Brian Willians did. Obama using the N
word for NBC, ABC, CBS Nightly News as they sucker punch
women at the gas station videos of OJ praying on women
pumping gas then take their purse on the cars seat...
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6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects...
6-22-2015 Which woman should be pictured on new $10
bill... Dr. Katrina Firlik, with the picture of a BRAIN in her
hand!!
Synaptic plasticity...
6-22-2015 Which woman should be pictured on new $10
bill... Dr. Katrina Firlik, with the picture of a BRAIN in her
hand!!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.
synaptic plasticity...
6-22-2015 Which woman should be pictured on new $10
bill... Dr. Katrina Firlik, with the picture of a BRAIN in her
hand!!
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hand!!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.
6-22-2015 Which woman should be pictured on new $10
bill... Dr. Katrina Firlik, with the picture of a BRAIN in her
hand!!
6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... This Summer of 2015 I will learn
how to InventSomething! Which woman should be pictured
on new $10 bill? Star-News The current U.S. $10 bill, with the
portrait of Alexander Hamilton, will be replaced in 2020 by
one featuring the image of a great American woman.

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... sun appears directly overhead at
23.5 degrees north latitude, along the Tropic of Cancer.
Fairbanks, Alaska, where the sun is up for nearly 22 hours on
the first day of Summer. In Miami, the sun is nearly at
zenith at solar noon, climbing almost 90º above the
horizon. The height of the summer sun is the main reason
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horizon. The height of the summer sun is the main reason
why it’s so easy to get a nasty sunburn this time of year. So
always remember to check the UV index and lather on the
sunscreen.

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... 1. You should really try to reinvent
the Sunscreen # this summer!!

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... Los Alamos summer solstice live
streaming Invention Project with a list of Invention Projects
never took Place in New Mexico yesterday. Pope went on a
Rant about the people who build H-bombs day in and day
out in the news today. I think a Summer Solstice Crunched
on a $100 Million Dollar super computer with some iApps
would light up your frontal lobe with a few invention
projects to work on this summer. Especially the angles of
sunlight crunched on a $100 Million dollar super computer
would shine light for vision inventions etc... Police say
around 23,000 people flocked to England’s Stonehenge to
catch sight of the oranges, pinks and yellows of the sunrise
marking this year’s summer solstice. (Reuters) I think Live
Streaming from Los Alamos via $100 million dollar super
computers would give Humanity more Pinks... than
Stonehenge and England's Oxford UV index and 90º reverse
engineering PhD thesis on how sunlight creates all these
Pinks.

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... Hitchock's "39 Steps" secret was a
silent Jet Engine, well silent gasoline engine. Today Sony
noise cancelling headsets $100 and Airport Cargo Workers
headsets are on Flight 39 but once again the Pope should
have been on a Rant about Los Alamos $100 million dollar
live streaming super computer simulations of "Noise
Cancelling" headsets + Jet Engines Noise Cancelling
Structure around the Noise Jet Engines. Complaints about
noise pollution are longstanding in New York City, where two
major airports, La Guardia Airport and Kennedy
International Airport, are embedded in a densely populated
urban landscape. The outcry soared in 2012 when the
Federal Aviation Administration, which directs the
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Federal Aviation Administration, which directs the
movement of aircraft in the air and on the ground,
approved for more frequent use a takeoff trajectory that
concentrated low-flying planes over a section of
northeastern Queens, Port Authority officials said. For
residents of neighborhoods beneath that flight path, the
change was immediate. Planes began blasting over their
homes dozens of times a day.

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... "Archive of Captured Enemy
Documents Closes" By MICHAEL R. GORDON The documents
included detailed records of Saddam Hussein’s high
command in Iraq - 1. Did Saddam Hussein know about the
1980 Invention + Suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord
Escort, Yes! 2. Invention Project to LEAK the 1980 - 2015
ElectricWindmillFord Escort on the front page of the NY
Times...

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... Inside Wealth... "For the New
Superrich, Life Is Much More Than a Beach" By ROBERT
FRANK While the wealthy of the past traveled for leisure and
climate, today’s tycoons have a social calendar of
conferences, exclusive parties and art auctions. After
attending the World Economic Forum in Davos in January,
he flew to the TED ideas conference in Vancouver, mingling
with the likes of Yuri Milner, the tech investor, and Larry
Page of Google at the “billionaires’ dinner.” Next came the
art auctions in New York and the Cannes Film Festival,
where he threw a pool party attended by Woody Allen, Uma
Thurman and the billionaire Paul Allen. V.I.P. events within
the V.I.P. events. At the TED conference, the aptly named
“billionaires’ dinner”. 1. Steve Jobs got a liver transplant by
getting to the head of the line. 2. VP Cheney got a Heart
Transplant. 3. Kings of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAR, got
Heart Valves + VIP Organ Transplants. 4. SWF sex slaves are
in Aspen + Mecca. Robert Frank at the NY Times censored his
article on the New Superrich. 5. Invent a Way to LEAK the
Live Streaming Goings On of Walter Reed Military MD in
Mecca, and their SWF sex slave perk for saving the Prince's
life!! STD, must be a epidemic among the Super Rich
Trillionairs VIP's... name names of who has what STD!! Make
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Trillionairs VIP's... name names of who has what STD!! Make
this a summer invention project at the CIA, Yale, Harvard,
MIT, Berkeley, Oxford... grin!

6-22-2015 Summer in Key West... Learning to FLY + DRIVE
1,001 Invention Projects... "Children with good memories are
better liars, research shows" Children who benefit from a
good memory are much better at covering up lies,
researchers from the University of Sheffield have discovered.
1. iPhone 6 ++ iApps to catch children, Husbands, wives who
lie should be a #1 invention project for you this Summer,
grin.

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
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CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers
Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Name Change, Doctor Gabby Orwell 1984 III MD Women
Dictators!
1,001 Times Faster than the Speed of light is a invention Greg
+ Wives in Key West will get...

Obama Delivers Eulogy for Beau Biden... Beau will get the
Medal of Honor for going to Iraq!
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Apple-Starbucks Spirit of Born on the 4th of July Store Grand
Opening!!

6-21-2015 Summer in Key West... summer begins with the
solstice on June 21 at 12:38 P.M. EDT.
6-21-2015 It's A Summer Love Affair... Front Page of the NY
Times Today, 38% reduction in Heart Attack Deaths in last
10 years. New York Times Correction as 99% reduction of
Traffic Deaths in last 10 Years via ElectricWindmillFord
Escorts. Post 9/11 at the New York Times gave us 38% for Heart
Attacks not 99% for Traffic Deaths on the Front Page the First
Day of Summer 2015!!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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